Computer simulations reveal a novel nucleotide-type binding orientation for ellipticine-based anticancer c-kit kinase inhibitors.
Receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) enzymes regulate cell signaling pathways and so are an important target for cancer chemotherapy. Current inhibitors of c-kit, a key RTK stem cell factor receptor, are inactive against the most common mutated variant Asp816Val, associated with highly malignant cancers. Recent combined experimental/simulation work has highlighted the utility of the ellipticine pharmacore in inhibiting mutant c-kit, and the present simulation study applies a combination of high-level simulation tools to probe further the binding of ellipticine-based derivatives to c-kit. We find a large preference for protonation of bound ellipticine, which stabilizes the negative protein residues that coordinated ADP.Mg (2+) in the native complex. The resulting ellipticine inhibitor binding mode resembles the native nucleotide complex and serves to explain some existing experimental data on binding specificities, indicating that functionalization at the C4/C5 sites of ellipticine derivatives may be important for the design of novel nucleotide analogues that inhibit mutant c-kit.